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So you’re finally going to do it. You’ve committed to stop driving through to get that fancy $4.00-plus cup of coffee on your way to work, school, a play date with the kids, and a get-together with friends.




You’ve heard about people who brew their coffee and like it, and you know that it would save you money in the long run. And you’ve done your research, and you’ve decided that Ninja brand coffee makers are the way you want to go.




If that’s the case, then we’ll help you find which of the best Ninja coffee makers will be the perfect fit for you, your budget, and your lifestyle. So simply sit down with your list of wants (and needs) and the amount of countertop space you’re willing to designate for your Ninja coffee machine. We’ve done the hard part for you.




Let’s get to it, and then we can have a nice cup of coffee…




6 Best Ninja Coffee Makers Reviews




1. Ninja CM401 Specialty Coffee Maker – Best Speciality Ninja Coffe Maker




This Ninja Specialty coffee maker has several features sure to please a coffee connoisseur. And by “coffee connoisseur,” we’re talking about those of you who buy your specialty coffees at coffeehouses. You know who you are.




The main novelty feature on this machine is that it has a “specialty brew” feature (hence its name) that brews your coffee into a super-rich concentrate. Plus, it also has a frother.




More on those later…




One nice thing about this coffee maker is that it can brew according to the number of ounces programmed into the machine. If you want a full carafe? No problem. But if you only want a single cup or a travel size cup? Again, no problem. There are six brew sizes to choose from, a handy feature, for sure.




This machine is the closest you can get to an espresso maker without being one. The concentrated coffee the Ninja Specialty coffee maker puts out is not espresso as it is not made under pressure, but it sure tastes like espresso. 




It also can be used as an espresso in a specialty drink. If you’re into lattes, cappuccinos, macchiatos, or other coffeehouse-style drinks, the concentrated coffee will send you into java heaven!









Check Price on Amazon




You need froth to make your cappuccino? 




No problem. The built-in frother will transform hot or even cold milk into a silky froth in a matter of seconds. Don’t want to use the frother? It conveniently folds away when you’re not using it.




Another cool idea? On a hot day, use the coffee concentrate over ice for a delicious iced coffee that will not taste watered down.




This coffee maker does not require pods, so it is better for the environment. Even better, it allows you to be your barista. You can customize your brew with unlimited variety. It’s a win-win!




Dimensions: 11.99(L) x 8.75(W) x 15.04(H) inches.




Pros




	 Features a frother.
	 Programmable quantity.
	 10 cup carafe.





Cons




	 Higher price range.





2. Ninja CE251 Programmable Brewer – Best Programmable Ninja Coffee Maker




Have you ever fantasized about waking up to the smell of fresh coffee brewing? Even most non-coffee drinkers (How do those people even function?) like the smell of coffee. The Ninja CE251 Programmable Brewer can make that happen in your own home.




There are a few features that make this coffee maker a nice addition to your home. One feature, for example, is the option to program the coffee maker up to 24 hours in advance to come on at a specific time. You literally can shuffle to the kitchen when you drag yourself out of bed and drink coffee before you do anything else.




Mid-brew pause…




Oh, and if the smell of coffee woke you and you need that cup of Joe immediately (Who doesn’t?), you can pause the flow mid-brew. You read that right – Mid-brew pause. No more pulling out the carafe and holding your mug to catch the flow. You know you’ve done that.




It also has an adjustable warming plate, allowing you to keep your coffee fresh for up to four hours without burning it. If you do not adjust it to four hours, it will shut off automatically after two hours. No more burning the coffee in the carafe, and no more cracking the carafe due to it sitting empty on a hot burner.









Check Price on Amazon




What else do we like?




The water reservoir conveniently removes so you can take it to the sink to fill it. If you’ve fussed with filling a reservoir, you’ll understand just how nice this feature is. Oh, and you can adjust the brew strength, just in case your mother-in-law is there, and you need stronger coffee to cope.




Another thing we should mention is that the boiler in the Ninja Programmable coffee maker is made of aluminum for longer life and less plastic touching the coffee or the water. Any plastic used in this machine is BPA-free.




Dimensions: 9.96(L) x 10.55(W) x 14.61(H) inches.




Pros




	 12 cup carafe.
	 Programmable automatic start.
	 Removable water reservoir.
	 Lower price range.





Cons




	 Difficult to program.





3. Ninja CP301 Hot and Cold Brewed System, Auto-IQ Tea and Coffee Maker




Do you want it all? Who doesn’t? Sometimes you want tea, and other times iced coffee. Sometimes you want a full pot for company, other times just enough for your travel cup. Or sometimes you just need a strong cup to get you going, and other times you want to pamper yourself with a customized coffee with froth.




The Ninja CP301 Hot and Cold Brewed System can do everything. Well, except for your laundry. Or dishes. But you won’t care because you can program this beauty to do whatever you want it to (tea and coffee-related) with one touch.




What else does it offer?




This black and stainless beauty can accommodate six brew sizes and five brew styles. It has a fold-away frother and a glass carafe, which can hold up to 10 cups. It also has a separate brew basket specifically for either loose-leaf or bagged tea so you can keep your flavors separated. Nice touch.




One of the brew styles allows you to brew strong tea or coffee, specifically for use over ice. A special cold brew allows for sweeter iced coffee and tea, and your beverage will not taste watered down.









Check Price on Amazon




Is it worth the higher price? 




Honestly, it depends upon what your typical coffee choices tend to be. If you purchase specialty coffees or teas four times a week, this baby will pay for itself in about two months. That’s something to consider.




Dimensions: 11.81(L) x 10.01(W) x 15(H) inches.




Pros




	 10 cup carafe.
	 Has a frother.
	 Wide range of brew sizes and styles.
	 Separate brew basket for tea.





Cons




	 The carafe must be hand washed.
	 Higher price range.





4. Ninja CF020 Coffee Brewer – Best Budget Ninja Coffee Maker




This Ninja CF020 Coffee Brewer is in the lower end of the price range, but it packs a lot into its smaller package. This could be one of the best Ninja coffee makers for the price.




What makes this so good?




The sleek, black Ninja CF020, is programmable. It’ll start your coffee in the morning. It’ll make exactly the kind of brew you tell it to make. You can even choose the amount you want, and it can brew directly into the carafe or your favorite cup.




At 43 ounces, the carafe supplied is small, so it may not be good for entertaining. It’s great for those looking for a smaller unit to take up less space on the counter.









Check Price on Amazon




Just what you need…




This programmable Ninja coffee maker does more than just allow the user to select a size. You can also choose a brew from classic to rich. It even has an option for an over-ice brew for making iced coffee. Yum!




Another feature this little gem has is that its warming plate will turn off automatically after two hours. It is impossible to burn coffee in the carafe with this fantastic safety precaution.




Dimensions: 14.84(L) x 10.51(W) x 11.65(H) inches.




Pros




	 Programmable automatic start.
	 Automatic turn-of.
	 Various brew and quantity options.
	 Less space on your counter.





Cons




	 Small carafe





5. Ninja CF090 Coffee Bar Glass Carafe System – Best Dual Carafe Ninja Coffee Maker




Admit it; you’re a bit spoiled. Just a little bit, of course. That’s why you deserve the Ninja CF090 Coffee Bar Glass Carafe System.




What makes this different?




Honestly, this isn’t much different from the other top-of-the-line Ninja coffee makers we’ve already reviewed. It has six different custom brew sizes, so you’re covered if you only want a half carafe of coffee. Those brews sizes are accessible at the touch of a button.




It has a removable water reservoir for easier filling and cleaning, a feature you deserve just for convenience’s sake. It also uses one-touch intelligence, so you can program whatever your brew preference is, and the quantity you want to be brewed, just by pressing a button.




This wonderful Ninja coffee maker also has a built-in frother, so you can make lattes exactly the way you like them.









Check Price on Amazon




Oh, and did we mention the filter is a permanent reusable filter? 




You just have to clean it rather than purchasing throw-away filters.




Besides all the bells and whistles most of the other Ninja coffee makers we’ve reviewed have, this particular unit comes with two carafes. One is intended for hot beverages, and the other for over-ice brews. It also comes with a recipe inspiration guide and the Ninja Smart scoop so you can be your barista and make those specialty coffee drinks you deserve.




Dimensions: 18(L) x 11.8(W) x 15.5(H) inches.




Pros




	 Has a frother.
	 Removable water reservoir.
	 Programmable auto-start.





Cons




	 Have to wash the filter.
	 Higher-end of the price range.





6. Ninja Maker 594 Coffee Maker – Best Ninja Coffee Maker for Tea




Admit it. You’re not the sharpest tool in the shed when you first wake up in the morning. Your brain is still foggy with sleep when you stumble into the kitchen to make your coffee. That is unless you have this beauty, the Ninja Maker 594 coffee maker extraordinaire.




This is brewing technology at its finest. There are different brew baskets so you can keep your tea brewing separate from the coffee brewing. No flavor contamination here! Don’t worry if you’re still groggy in the morning; your Ninja Maker 594 can tell whether you want coffee or tea by the basket you use.




What else can it do?




Like all the best Ninja coffee makers, this one has five different brew styles for coffee, including an over-ice brew option for those hot summer mornings when iced coffee is a requirement. It can even do a classic brew for those no-frill days.




This machine, however, also has tea brew settings. It will brew an over-ice liquid at a lower temperature for smooth sweet flavor in just 10-15 minutes. When you program your tea type into the system, it will automatically know the temperature and the number of steps that is optimal for the tea. Also, either loose-leaf or bagged tea may be used.









Check Price on Amazon




Froth away…




For those of you who are latte dependent, there is a frother as well. Hot or cold milk can be used to make delicious, silky froth. A nice feature is that the frother can fold out of the way when not in use.




Dimensions: 18.1(L) x 16.2(W) x 11(H).




Pros




	 Large 50 ounce (10 cups) carafe.
	 The carafe is top-shelf dishwasher safe.
	 Has a frother.
	 Separate brew baskets for tea and coffee.





Cons




	 The upper end of the price range.





Superb Coffee Accessories




Not much point having a quality Ninja Coffe Maker without a few extras to go with it? So, check out the Coffee Tumblers, Cappuccino Cups, Coffee Storage Containers, and the Milk Frothers on the market 2020.




Or if you’re thinking of creating your very own coffee blend, check out our reviews the Best Pour Over Coffee Makers Reviews, Best Dual Coffee Makers, the Best Single Serve Coffee Makers, the Best Stovetop Espresso Maker, Best Semi-Automatic Espresso Machine, or the Best Jura Coffee Machine currently available.




So, what are the Best Ninja Coffee Makers?




We’ve taken a look at the best coffee makers by Ninja to help you make the best decision for you. Some of you are straight black coffee fanatics who only drink it because it cannot be administered through an IV. Your desires are likely to be different than the person who up until now purchased their specialty flavored latte every morning at the coffeehouse.




Which is our favorite? Well, we love being able to brew coffee and tea in one machine without the flavors crossing. We also love a good latte, so a frother is a must for us.




It costs a tad less than the other Ninja maker that handled tea and coffee separately, and it still had the frother for those coffee mornings.




Whichever Ninja coffee maker you choose, you’ll save money by making your beverage rather than patronizing a coffee house. Soon, your machine will have paid for itself.
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